Custom Made Blinds - Measuring Guide
You will need to decide whether it is best to measure "Exact Blind Size", "Recess Size" or "Fabric Size".

Recess size

You should follow these instructions if:
 You are installing your blinds inside of a recess.
 You would like us to make the manufacturers
recommended deductions so that the blind fits within
this recess perfectly.
Measure the width of the recess from wall to wall in 3
places, particularly at the top. Note down the shortest
measurement.
Measure the drop from the top of the recess to the
window sill in 3 places. Note down the shortest
measurement
We will make the necessary deductions so that your blind
will fit perfectly into the recess.

Exact Blind Size

You should follow these instructions if you:
 Are installing your blinds outside the recess.
 Are fitting your blinds within a recess but want to make
your own deductions.
Measure the blind width of where you'd like your blind to
be.
Measure the blind drop: From the top of where you want
your blind to be to the bottom.
If fixing outside of the recess, we recommend that your
blind overlaps each of the four sides of the recess by at
least 50 mm.
We will not make any further deductions and will make the
blind exactly to your measurements.
Please Note: For roller blinds, exact blind size is total width
including both fabric and brackets.

Fabric Size (Roller Blinds Only)
Roller blinds are the only product with the fabric size option. Most commonly used when the customer knows the exact size
of the fabric they need to cover a recess. When we talk about width in terms of "fabric size" we are referring to the width
of the fabric not the blind. When you order “fabric size” the exact width of the blind including brackets and control
mechanism is on average about 39mm wider than the fabric - this varies depending on the roller blind system chosen.

